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STUDENTS VOTE ON CONVENTION TUES. & WED.
.
r I-:
Pross Explains

"No" Vote On
Const. Convention
On December 11 and 12, the
student body will vote upon a
referendum dealing with the
establishment of a Constitutional
Convention. There are several sig
nificant points which I believe the
student body should b e made
aware. I enthusiastically encour
age the defeat of this referendum
in light of the following factors:
The convention would consist of
thirty persons. The present Con
stitution Revision Committee of
six persons as appointed by the
PSA Senate and at least one per
son from every living group (and
one from off-campus students)
would comprise this body. I would
stress the inefficiency that would
result from such a convention.
First, all of the representatives
would have to find a time when
they could meet. Next, t h e y
would have to set up the rules
(Continued on Page 8)

THE ARGUMENTS: PROS AMR CONS
OF CONVENTION TO FORM CONSTITUTION
Tlir ItDMIUCUTO. DDAC 11111) PAMC

CHARLOTTE MAXWELL,
leader of the 'no' voters: "a mass
of ruts and pitfalls awaiting
the idealistic convention mem
bers."

On next Tuesday and Wednes
day, Dec. 11 and 12, Pacific stu
dents will vote on a referendum
proposal for the formation of a
constitutional convention to aug
ment the present constitutional
revision committee. Dan Wolfe
and Charlotte Maxwell have
emerged as leaders of the groups
in favor of and opposed respec
tively, to the measure. Their re
spective positions are outlined as
follows:
PRO
Elective representation is su
perior to appointive because it is
more democratic, and because
these representatives would hold
the direct confidence of the stu
dents and owe responsibility t o
them.
In a convention, the students
(Continued on Page 7)

The acceptance or rejection of
the "convention plan" depends
mainly on how adequately we can
ustify a change in procedure.
We disagree with the method in
which the senate has chosen to
frame the "Student's" new con
stitution.
T h e Constitutional Revision
Committee is appointive while the
convention is elective. As a mem
ber of the campus, I would prefer
a person chosen by my fellow
students. He holds the confi
dence of his electors, and there
fore, he feels a responsibility to
them and not to himself. He real
DAN WOLFE, leader of pro izes he must represent not only
posed constitutional convention: his own beliefs but those of others
"most complete guarantee possi as well. To doubt that he would
ble for a competent and effective accept the suggestions of his
constitution."
electors is to question the basis
of the entire democratic system.
I refuse to have persons other
than those of my own choice ap(Continued on Page 8)

UOP's Dr. Hedgpelh
Authors Book On Sea

Hairiston Returns For
Christmas Convocation
Group singing and selections by
the A Cappella Choir are protrammed for next week's Con
vocation. Jester Hairiston will
igain lead Pacificites in s u c h
:hristmas spirituals as " R i s e
Jp Shepard and Foller", "Wonlerful Counselor", "Christmas
lift" and "Go Tell It on De Mounain". Mr. Hairiston, who was at
ast year's Christmas Convoca:ion, will also give the back
grounds to his songs.
"Audience response from pre
vious years has been so terrific,"
said Nancy Tennant, co-ordinator
if the convocation, "that w e
thought Mr. Hairiston would be a
good person to set us in the
Christmas spirit."

Wolfe Supports
SllDDOrtS
Wolfe
Need For A
Const. Convention

Seashore Life, a paperback il
lustrated book on seashore life
of the San Francisco Bay region
and the coast of Northern Cali
fornia, is the published work of
Dr. Joel W. Hedgpetir, director of
the University of the Pacific
Marine Station at Dillon Beach.
It will be available to the public
soon.
The University of California
Press publication is the most re
cent edition of a series of pocketsize California natural history
guides for the student, traveler,
camper, or sportsman who wants
know more about outdoor
California.
Dr. Hedgpeth, a well-known
(Continued on Page 7)

NSA Regional Meet
Available At Three Locations Held On Campus To
You may purchase a Knolens
address book for 60c from any )iscuss Education Aims
Knolen or at one of three sta
Knolens Address Books Now

What are the aims of educa
tion? What is the master plan
for higher education in Califor
nia? What part does NSA play
in the educational process?
These are only a few of the
questions discussed by the 50 del
egates to the National Student
Association Regional Conference
held recently at Pacific. The dele
gates were members of the Cali
fornia-Nevada-Hawaii Region of
NSA.
A panel on the "Aims of Edu
cation" Saturday morning in
The University Traffic-Safety Committee of the Student Affairs
cluded discussion of what consti
ommission met with Dean Beta, Dean Peckham, Dean Z^merman
tutes higher learning, the size of
nd Dean Davis on Monday, December 3 to discuss the problem of
a school as a factor in education,
raffic on the campus. The effective enforcement of the aw and
and the problems of form and Decembe
University conservatory rather than
he effective control of traffic were the two main topics discussed.
administration. The question torio will be Presen^d. " ^ ^s year's production will consist
paclfic
hestra,
arose of what is to be sought in the Stockton Civic Auditonum.
LAW ENFORCEMENT
choir, rather than the usual combination of
It was decided that effective enforcement of the laws of both higher education — intellectual exclusive y o
satisfaction, economic credit, ap S
<W students and Stockton dto
he school and the state have become a problem. Lack of
miere will be no charge, but a
o follow and obey these laws has been increasingly noticeable, plication of basic ideas, or a per Pacuic
free-will offering will be taken.
ipeed limits have been Ignored; there have been numerouscases spective on current factors affect
Soloists Linda Agee, Kathe
,f racing. Stop signs have been flagrantly violated. Driving the ing the society at large. The re
Decker, Bruce Browne, and Ste
rrong way on one-way streets has become a commonplace hazard. sponsibilities and changing values
of a student upon entering and
phen Lewis will be accompanied
leaving a university were a l s o
tAFFIC CONTROL
The Forum, a quarterly journal by Dr. Charles Schilling on the
The control of automobiles on
investigated.
for
encouraging original work in organ.
a campus has been made more
An address Saturday afternoon
Soprano soloist, senior Linda
philosophy,
is being organized
Eficult by the increasing size
by Dr. Rempel, of Washington
Agee, gained recognition
singing
for
a
September
1963-May
196-1
the student body. Nearly one
(Continued on Page 8)
with the Stockton Symphony.
In the Fall of 1962 UOP elected
publication.
If of the student body drive
Kathe Decker, alto soloist, also
to become a member of the Col
Vol. II of Forum, the only Phi
itomobiles registered by t h e
lege Entrance Examination Board. Ladies' Basketball
losophic magazine of its type, a senior, is a transfer from Uni
liversity.
present freshman class was G e t s U n d e r W a y
said Dr. William D. Neitman. versity of Illinois.
The problem of storage of these The
Bruce Browne, who has been
the first to enter Pacific under
editor of the magazine and head
itomobiles is being discussed,
„ soloist with the a cappella
this program. The CEEB includes Tomorrow Evening
of
the
philosophy
department
at
le committee feels that the perBeginning last Tuesday, Dec. 4, U O P , w i l l b e b a s e d u p o n t h e choir for four years and was a
the Scholastic Aptitude Test, the
•n that utilizes his automobile
competition
began
soloist in the 1960 Messiah will
Achievement Tests, and the Writ basketball
"Democratic Idea."
ost often should have precebe tenor soloist in Sunday s pre
ing Sample. UOP will use only among the women's living groups.
Each
magazine
publication
i
s
:nce over the student who selThe final tournaments will be,^
sectlons, or sep- sentation.
the SAT as a criteria for fresh
>m drives his automobile. The
held
on
December
8,
9,
11,
and
12
s.
In the current
Bass soloist Stephen Lewis is a
volume
fficulty of the faculty to find man admission.
There are approximately 500 with two games per night, 4D edition, each number will take graduate student now teaching
mvenient parking space h a s
members of the CEEB, <6 which minutes per game.
either a conservative, liberal, i n t h e S a c r a m e n t o a r e a , a n d
icome increasingly severe. The
Off-Campus girls may play for
studying voice here.
joined this Fall. Our membership,
(Continued on Page 8)
lforcement of the parking tickthe team of their choice.
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 8)
tions: Book Store, Dean's Office,
or Covell main desk. The books
are also useful for locating stu
dents for Christmas cards, as
well as many other purposes.

Annual Christmas Spectacular

Ian On Student Cars?

Iniversity Traffic—Safety Committee
Meets On Current Traffic Problems

GEEB Testing Program
Adopted By Pacific

The Messiah To Be Presented Sunday
At Conservatory; Dean Bodley Directs

Dr. Neitman To Edit
Philosophy Journal
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FROM THE EDITOR

LETTERS...

upon to decide an issue
will gravely affect stud Whi
ernment and consequent,
A T C+ll/lrtvi+
J*
Of student life for
**
come. On December 11^
we must vote on a
tive which is asking fJmt
This Tuesday and Wednesday, Pacific students will be To the Editor:
establishment of a Constiw 1
asked to vote on whether or not they want the new P.S.A.
In the November 16, 1962 issue of the WEEKLY, Mr. Phil Convention for UOP which
mcfl
constitution to be constructed by a convention. This con Reinheimer in a letter to the editor questioned the practices of the bv
by Marcb
March, draft and estahVuW;
Honor
Code
Committee.
We
would,
at
this
time,
like
to
answer
vention would incorporate twenty-four representatives, at
Constitution which is to gov
some of his objections.
the affairs of this school.
least one from each living group (according to its size),
First of all, it must be stressed*'
and elected by that living group. The convention would that the Honor Code Committee
This is a responsibility
holding witnesses' names is to
also include the current- "constitutional committee" of six, of this year (or any other year prevent unnecessary and uncalled should not be taken lightly ^
in a voting as well as "advisory" capacity.
for that matter) did not start the for social pressure from his con Constitution Revision Commit:
an organ of the Senate, has h
Such a convention—if the students give it their sanction Honor System. Rather, the pres temporaries and other members studying the problems and is*
ent
Honor
— would augment the present committee of six (Raoul e« ?T°r Code ,was Put int0 of the University of the Pacific. involved in writing a new c
We have kept the alleged viola stitution for over a year
tor from being dubbed a "cheat." one half. They are just now"
I Z Z ?ris s/pT w"in; Cozze"s- ChaH°,,e
Don Roberts, and Peter Windrem.
one must remember that the JuGoing on to Mr. Reinheimer's
The last five members of this committee were all diciary Committee — quite sep- second main objection: "The fact ter months and consultation wi
arate
and
appointed by Kennedy, who was given that power (as
apart from the Honor that the committee is 'looking many concerned individuals l
ginning the difficult task of
"committee chairman") by the P.S.A. this fall.
Code Committee — handles the into it' does not satisfy me that
posing and selecting the fin
anything definite is being done." wording for
There are solid arguments for such a convention (more^lation®this document it
We would point out that much
U
their hope that this will be a cc
'"°re ,h,da"
P*rticival is being done.
d
stitution which will survive tin
against (less manageable a group, takes longer).
were not turned over to this com
At the present time we have and its many changes.
It would seem, therefore, that some kind of compromise mittee' we imagine all control written to about 45 colleges and
could have been proposed that would have satisfied both wouId revert to the faculty, and universities asking about their With these facts in mind, oi
factions. And, lo and behold, it was.
administration.
Honor Codes. In all that have now raises the question as 1
In
di
ect
comment
to
Mr
Rein
answered,
to date, only one has how it is practical or even rea
Bob Huber submitted to the Senate a resolution whose
an open "court." All others, in istic for twenty-four people wh
most important clause read that the present Constitution ^onstSon"of n°ot re- eluding Stanford Univ., withhold are elected in the living group
e\ision ommittee shall be enlarged by five members and quiring the witness to appear be- the names of the witnesses. Be to study the issues, understan
t l i e y s h a l l b e e l e c t e d w i t h o n e r e p . f r o m t h e Q u a d s , I n t e r - f o r e t h e a l l e g e d v i o l a t o r w a s sides this letter, the Honor Code the complex problems involvei
fraternity Council, Panlhellenic Council, C.O.P Men's questioned' The Honor Code has Committee has done much to and write a flexible, adjustabl
not been questioned about con- further the Honor Spirit at Pacif constitution by March which wi
Dorms, C.O.P. Women's Dorms.
meet the needs of this universit
However, in rela- ic. At present we are speaking
The night before, convention leader Dan Wolfe and
to all living groups—have talked in the not-so-distant future.
anti-conventionist A1 Pross had informally agreed to accept point to
to the faculty as a whole and
Despite the smooth, clear sui
face appearance of this proposa
lnrdlu
?f '
, SCnate W°Uld paSS il' and veCYI The Ohio court, following the now to individuals.
logically so, the proposal was an extremely fair one, con
We have welcomed criticism- there lies underneath a 'mass o
doctrine set forth in Koblitz
taining the better qualities of both parties. Events took a v. Western Reserve Univ. estab especially that of the construc ruts and pitfalls awaiting thi
lished four basic criteria in judi tive type. However, Mr. Rein idealistic convention members
turn to the optimistic.
heimer and many others are en u n l e s s w e t h e v o t e r s f a c e t h <
ciary proceedings:
However, Wednesday night during a special meeting
tirely wrong if they feel an Hon issues squarely and practically
"(1) Afford the accused a fair
called by Pross, nine members of the Senate, carrying with
opportunity of showing his
or Code is being 'forced down thinking not so much of the im
innocence;
their throats' by a small com mediate, but having intelligenl
them all the bloated weight of their offices, rejected this
(2) Required care on the part of
mittee.
The Honor Code is a part concern for the future.
proposal. So, although a sensible compromise could, in
the faculty in receiving evi
dence;
of the University, just as Student
tact, have been reached, it wasn't.
-Charlotte Maxwell
(3) Resulted in the faculty reach
Body Cards, the PSA Senate, etc.
Those nine people must be very proud of themselves
ing a conclusion with a fair
Only by support of the entire
mind; and
for stymieing the membership compromise. So proud, in
student body and faculty will it Dr. Edmund Morgan
(4) Did not require the formali
work successfully.
fact, that I m sure they'd be delighted to see their names
ties of a trial.
Guest At Raymond
'The
Tennessee
court
then
add
We still ask for support. We
in prmtin the Weekly. So here they are; I'll even put them
ed that it would be reasonable if do not feel this system has major
in boldface:
Dr. Edward Morgan, head o
discrepancies. We welcome sug Theology Department at Clai:
Bfbara Bu"°ckk*»«- iam s|.taa„XeZrz)oSsr 2)<
„jvr*
gestions in finding a better sys mont, will be a guest at Raymon
e
(
Hason, Lee Knight, Bob Sauers, Cynthia Woodruff, Cap P™vided with the names of at tem.
High Table December 12. He wi
Hancock, and
and Raoul
Rannl Kennedy.
I least the principal witnesses,
Sincerely,
be a dinner guest at Raymon'
(Though names were not given
Looks as if Raoul wants all or nothing
The Honor Code Committee
that evening; after dinner, h
and
were not required by law)
will lead a Christmas devotions
. - . now, of course, the situation stands as it did. The
and (3) given a fair opportunity To The Editor:
service in the Great Hall. Di
new constitution must be formed in either one of two ways
The students of the University Peckham is in charge of thi
to make his defense. The court
by convention, or by committee. Wednesday night will te denied any right to cross exam of the Pacific are being called program.
the remainder of the tale.
ination or personal confrontation
of witnesses.
Having set forth the criteria
STILL TIME
TWO (too many) FOR THE SHOW
for its test of the situation, the
Apparently, quite a few Pacificites felt that two dollars court turned to the case before it
TO MAKE YOUR
were two too many to pay to see last Friday night's concert and stated that:
RESERVATIONS FOR

Nine Bloated Bureaucrats Stifle
Compromise To Convention Conflict

Honor Code Committee Responds
To Student's Criticism Of Policies

I

'J

andL,„ e^r „„Tr7„£Z'.T
L

f

-

I

given y he Brothers Four in the Conservatory. Conse
quently the first thing any of the Brothers said when they
appeared on stage was, "Welcome to the first of two secret
performances.
Understandably, the four collegiate troubadours from
81®11 Tre rather disma>red by the smallness
Offbei
J
of their audience, but before long they had easilv charmed

melancholy

aIternate moods of

mirth and

"The due process clause of the
Constitution . . . can have no ap
plication where the governing: board
Of a school is rightfully exercising
its inherent authority to discipline
students. When acting rightfully it
does not proceed to enforce any
rule of conduct arbitrarily and
summarily.
AH
the
authorities
agree that students may not be
dismissed or suspended or deprived
of any right without notice and a
fair hearing."

The Honor Code at Pacific up
holds these beliefs. We of the
Honor Code Committee fail to
see the connection between the
House Un-American Activities
Committee and the Judiciary
committee. Quoting his words
• The Honor Code has taken
elaborate steps to protect t h e
rights of the witnesses', but has
— J. S. H.
failed to grant the accused his
rights. This step is errone
ous. There are several inherent
rights on the part of the alleged
8
violator. His name is entirely
withheld from others. He is fur
_ ,
_
John Stag Hanson ther protected by his power to
- Gerry Beckers appeal his case to the Personnel
Ken Studer Committee.
The main reason behind with

and IhCir Sil!ging Wa§ °f Kingston Trio-caliber all the way,
eVe" persuasive enough to make a
HOP and"
*
UOI audmnce guffaw at this crazy knock-knock:
Whos there?"
"Nixon."
"Nixon who?"
"See? You've forgotten already!"

THAT TRIP HOME
BUT DON'T WAIT TOO LONG!

Call

'

Charles

TRAVEL SERVICE
2016 PACIFIC AVE.
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FINAL

EXAMINATIONS

FALL SEMESTER 1962-63
EXAM
INATION THURS.
HOUR
Jan. 17

FRI.
Jan. 18

SAT.
Jan. 19
Saturday
Classes
Meet for
Lecture
As Usual

MON.
Jan. 21

TUES.
Jan. 22

WED.
Jan. 23

THURS.
Jan. 24

FRI.
Jan. 25

SAT.
Jan. 26

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
MWF 1:00

Classes
Meeting
Regulariy
MWF 2:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
MWF 3:00

Classes
Meet for
Final
Exam

9:00
to
11:50

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
MWF 8:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
MWF 9:00

1:00
to
2:50

All
Sections
Eng. 11a
••

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
TTh 1:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
TTh 8:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
TTh 9:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
TTh 10:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
TTh 2:00

4:15-6:00
and
7:15-9:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
TTh 3:00

Classes
Meet for
Lecture
As Usual

NO
Classes

Final
Exams for
These
Classes

Final
Exams for
These
Classes

Final
Exams for
These
Classes

Final
Exama for
These
Classes

NO
Classes

Classes
Classes
Meeting
Meeting
Regularly
Regularly
MWF 10:00 MWF 11:00

••Examination MAY last until 3:50
«*d"wlirr.«*th!*fl-:ir °n
for Irctures a. usual on Saturday. Jan. 19
mil nave the linal examination on Saturday, January 26.

Examinations To Begin Jan. 17, Continue Thru Jan. 26;
Check Schedule For Date & Time—Place: Usual Classroom

FINALS REQUIRED
Courses MUST HAVE A FI
NAL EXAMINATION, or t h e
equivalent, AT THE REGULAR
ASSIGNED HOURS. (See Facul
ty Handbook, pp. 23-24.)
Two hour examination periods
are provided for one and t w o
unit courses, and three hour ex
amination periods are provided
for three, four, and five u n i t
courses.
If an examination is given in
laboratory work, the examination
period corresponding to any of
the laboratory hours may b e
chosen.

meet for
Saturday,
have the
Saturday,

Photograph byChris Petersen

Leaf-lover Bullock succumbs to compliments of piano-player
Switzler.

lectures as usual o n same time they would if they met
J a n u a r y 1 9 , a n d w i l l at the Tuesday and Thursday
final examination o n regular hour only.
January 26, 1963.
HARDSIHP CASES
Barbara Bullock, Secretary of i and she says, "I'm with Peanuts.
SPECIAL-HOURS CLASSES
Students taking a course having P.S.A., and Paul Switzler, versa I believe that happiness is a pile
Three-unit courses meeting reg
ularly for one and one-half hours more than one section and having tile music major, have been cho of leaves."
Paul Switzler Is one of the
o n T u e s d a y a n d T h u r s d a y m a y more than two examinations on sen as Students of the Week.
Barbara Bullock, a bouncy most versatile and busy of Pacific
choose the examination period any one day may take the final
junior majoring in international students. He has managed during
corresponding to either hour, and
examination with some other sec relations, also enjoys, like "Pea the short time allotted for col
will have from 1:00 to 3:50 avail tion, if the instructor approves.
nuts," bouncing through leaves. lege work to accomplish an enor
able for the examination.
L e a v e s , h o w e v e r , a r e f o r h e r mous number of achievements.
Classes meeting regularly for
RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE
lighter moments. Usually she Is
Paul is a graduate student ma
only one or two of the days Mon
The residence halls will b e
day, Wednesday, and Friday will closed on Friday, January 25, doing something of a more seri joring in music and will receive
his master's degree in piano and
have their final examination a t 1963, at 8:00 p.m. All students ous vein in student activities.
This year Barbara is secretary a bachelor of music in composi
the period assigned to the corre a r e r e q u e s t e d t o v a c a t e t h e i r
AFTERNOON, NIGHT CLASSES sponding MWF classes. Classes rooms as soon as possible after of the PSA. Last year she was tion this spring.
Originally from Taft, Califor
Examinations for courses given meeting regularly four or five the completion of their last ex the president of Spurs and Covell
from 4:15-6:00 or 7:15-9:00 p.m. days a week at the same hour amination, except those who must dorm treasurer; as a freshman nia, Paul came to Pacific on a
will be given at the regular time have examinations at the time remain for a final examination on she belonged to Alpha Lambda music scholarship four and a half
during the last five examination assigned to the corresponding Saturday, January 26, 1963. If Delta, an honorary sorority for years ago. However, this rela
days. Classes meeting regularly M W F c l a s s e s . I f a n y o n e u n i t students must stay over for any freshman women attaining a 3.5 tively normal beginning was just
a beginning because Paul soon
from 4:15-6:00 or 7:15-9:00 on course presents a conflict in the purpose, special arrangements or more" grade point average.
Student government, of course, became immersed in endless
Thursdays will meet for lectures examination schedule, another ex must be made with the Head
as usual on Thursday, January amination may be arranged by Resident in each hall and ap is her prime interest. For not projects. "Basically," he said, "I
only is she involved with Pacific's am interested in the arts," At the
17, and will have their final ex the instructor.
proved by the Student Personnel
s t u d e n t g o v e r n m e n t b u t s h e present he feels that these center
amination- on Thursday, January
Classes meeting regularly a t Office.
hopes, after her college education around writing, dancing, paint
24, 1963.
the s a m e hour Tuesday a n d
is complete, to work in the field ing, acting, and music with the
NO EARLY GRADES
Saturday classes: Classes meet also one other hour of the week,
ing regularly on Saturday will h a v e f i n a l e x a m i n a t i o n s a t t h e
On Page 25 of the latest Facul of public relations, most prefer last two taking prime importance.
This year he played the lead
ty Handbook appears the state ably overseas.
Barbara feels that Pacific needs role, Orlando, in Pacific's presen
ment, "It is the university policy
that teachers will not announce more unity. "First of all," she tation of "As You Like It" and
the final grades of their students; said, "there needs to be an in last summer he was understudy
that will be done by the Regis crease in school unity rather than for the lead in "Slaughter o n
trar's Office as soon as grades unity merely in each living Tenth Avenue."
group", and secondly, "there
Although Paul feels that at the
are turned in and recorded."
needs to be a much more efficient i moment his greatest usefulness
system of communication between is as a piano accompanist, h e
the students and administrators, sometimes performs for an audiThis would enable both groups to ence, as he did at the convocation
understand each other better."
of November 29.
Barbara (Bing Ding to her' Composition is another of his
2222 PACIFIC AVE.
friends) enjoys bike riding, bowl- talents and he has been asked to
For Sophisticated Adults!
ing. golfing, sports in general,'
(Continued on Page 8)

Barbara Bullock, Paul Switzler
Chosen Personalities Of The Week

FESTIVAL

ART THEATRE
.AN EllAKAZAN PRODUCTION

THE

WRITTEN BY WILLIAM INGE

TECHNICOLOR* WARNER BROi

Starring NATALIE WOOD
WARREN BEATY

UNIVERSITY

BOOK STORE

— On Campus Serving You —

Happy
Anniversary
,£frAsK>p£

STUDENTS 81.00
Matinee Every Sunday —

•WWVVVWVVWVVWWWWVWWWVVWYYW

I H A WA 1 1
Mrs. Edith S. Adkins, Covell Hall housemother, for the fifth
consecutive year has been appointed campus representative of
Howard Tours, the original college and travel program for the
University of Hawaii summer session and to the Pacific. Appli
cations for 1963 are now being accepted by her at Covell Halltelephone HO 6-3581.
Next summer's tour of 56 days to Hawaii costs S589. plus
$9 tax. This price includes roundtrip jet between the West Coast
and Hawaii, campus residence, and the most diversified itiner
ary of dinners, parties, shows, cruises, sightseeing events, beach
activities, and cultural entertainment plus all necessary tour
services.
Waikiki apartment living, steamship passage, and visits to
Neighbor Islands are available at adjusted tour rates. Steam
ship travel, however, will be at a premium. Therefore, inter
ested travelers should apply early to protect their reservations.
1963 will be the "Big Summer in Hawaii" because this is the
biennial year of the world famous Trans-Pacific Yacht Race
from Los Angeles to Hawaii, with everybody sharing in the
extra fun and added excitement.
In addition to Hawaii. Howard Tours offers a 67-day study
program to the Orient and another study tour of 45 days around
South America. Both are San Francisco State College summer
session study tours offering six upper division university cre
dits. College men and women may call MRS. ADKINS for futher information.

j
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ROVING REPORTER

[ Dr. Moule

"Should The New P.S.A. Constitution
Be Formed By Appointed Committee,
Or By A Convention Of Elected
Reps. From Each Living Group?"

Professor Of The Week:
(Sixteen Years With U.O.P.
By SUE BROWN
History professor Dr. Malcolm H. Moule is this Prof, of the
I Week.
Dr. Moule is originally a native of Canada, but has been
teaching at U.O.P. since 1946. His field is European History. When
asked for his reasons for choosing this particular field, he replied
simply that it is an important field today, and since it holds his
interest, it is the most important work he feels he can do.

Fred Funke; Senior; History

Dr. Moule received his AB from
Wheaton College in 1935, his A.M.
from Stanford in 1940, and his
Dr. MAECOLM H. MOULE
Ph.D. in 1947 also from Stanford.
He has done some interesting O. P. students who are now doing
By HERB BOLZ
Twenty-one years ago today traveling, although "not as much advanced work or working to
Pam Schoonover; Sophomore; Biology
warplanes of the Japanese Em as I would like," he added. Dr. ward a degree. They all seem to
A compromise, I think, would be a more
p i r e b o m b e d a n d s t r a f e d t h e Moule received a Ford Founda s a y t h e s a m e t h i n g ; t h a t t h e
intelligent student decision. The committee of
American naval base at Pearl tion Grant in 1952 to study in students here at U.O.P. really
six might be familiar with the way to frame a
Tanganyika, and he also worked don't know what it is like to
Harbor.
constitution, but the individual living groups
The next day Congress declared w i t h t h e F u l b r i g h t p r o g r a m study. These graduate students
would be more individually and idealogically
war on Japan and, later, on its teaching in Denmark in 1960.
represented by the convention.
have made it evident, said Dr.
allies. Thus began American par Dr. Moule enjoys his work here Moule, that they wish they had
ticipation in the greatest war the at U.O.P. very much. He is mar been made to work harder.
A1 Watson; Junior; Philosophy
It seems to me that the elected representa world has ever known. The "fan ried and has four children. Two Therefore, why not encourage the
tive is the best idea. The way I understand the atic Nazi fascists" of Germany are undergraduates at the Uni faculty now towards setting
constitution committee, it is made entirely of and the "feudal warlords" o f v e r s i t y o f C a l i f o r n i a , a n d t h e higher standards of achievement
PSA members. Wouldn't the representation be Japan—throwbacks to the "Dark other two attend grade school. for their students?
better if someone from each living group were Ages" were credited with start His wife is also in the teaching
ing the war.
profession, and teaches at Frank
on the committee.
Next Monday at 7:30 in Ander
A generation before the mili lin High School.
son
Lecture Hall, there will be
taristic Prussians allegedly began
Dr. Moule's final comments
Penny Zens; Sophomore; Elementary Education
the war to end war. Today, how were ones of concern for Pacific an Open Forum Debate about the
A convention of elected representatives
ever, these groups are no more. Students. He said he has been controversial referendum. There
would be much better because it would be chosen
Oddly enough, though, they have constantly amazed at the letters will be two speakers for each side
by the students. In this way we would be better
been supplanted by a new, even he has received from former U. to debate the topic.
represented and the constitution would be more
more malign force—Communism.
democratically formed.
Furthermore, the only reason we
are not at war at present is that
modern weapons make war sui
Bettie Nordstrom; Sophomore; Drama
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
First of all the constitution committee should cided.
Perhaps these "temporary re
be elected by the senate who feel they can judge
a person's capabilities. I don't think the major versions to barbarism" were not
WEBER HALL 106
ity of the students know that much. It more isolated incidents but rather signs
Prescriptions and related items are available
appropriately should be those who are active that the basic nature of man has
remained unaltered in spite of
in Senate affairs.
to U.O.P. faculty members and students.
(or perhaps because of) modern
Hours:
progress. Perhaps it could be
Nancy Henry; Freshman; Elementary Education
9-12 a.m.; 2-5 p.m. daily Mon. through Fri.
said that just beneath the t h i n
veneer of civilization of modern
I think the constitutional committee because
man lurks a savage.
most of them have been on the senate and are
Furthermore, if this fact could
familiar with the needs of the student body.
be
recognized, perhaps a war to
After all they are our elected representatives.
end the world might be avoided
The wise course is to emphasize
(Editors Note: All the facts in the foregoing answers are not man's capacity for good, rather
necessarily accurate.)
than his inclination toward evil.
Perhaps this idea could aid in
solving the problem of war be
Alpha Chi Welcomes Gamma Phi Beta Here fore
war solves the problem of
The pledges of Alpha Chi Ome Vanderboom, Alpha Chi Omega man.
ga gave a brunch honoring the pledge president, welcomed the
SUMMER JOBS
Gamma Phi Beta pledges Satur Gamma Phi's to the Pacific cam
IN EUROPE
day, December 1, at 11:00 in the pus. After the breakfast, the
APPLICATION - INFORMATION
girls gathered in the living room
WRITE AT ONCE
Alpha Chi Omega house. Gail
for some informal entertainment.
EUROPEAN SUMMER JOB
I think the convention proposal is a more
democratic- idea because it allows the students
in all of the living groups to have direct con
nection with the framing of the constitution.

From Pearl Harbor To
The Day Of Peace

3?

CLINICAL PHARMACY

PROGRAM: 816 D ST.
SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA

Service Is Our Motto...
. . .we feel proud every time we can help our customers
with unusual requests, at any hour, or difficult problems.
Delivery — HO 6-3433
After Hours,— HO 4-6436
THANKS FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION

RICE'S AVENUE DRUG STORE
2218 Pacific Avenue

Slockton

MEMORANDUM
To All Students
The Advance Payment of $50 will be rennired OF
ALL STUDENTS WHO REGISTER IN ADVANCE £r

Spring

'63.

This.can be Paid when you register, or at the Business
n((.
Uttice prior to registration.

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
BUSINESS OFFICE
•

GOING HOME
FOR CHRISTMAS?
WHY NOT
GO HOME
GLEAN!

(@CLEANERS
D/H Viz IN

1603 PACIFIC AVE.
HO 3-4952
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Brothers Four: More Bravos Than Bills

Professors To Perform
In Faculty Recital
The 1962 Faculty Recital will
be presented by the Conservatory ,
of Music in the Conservatory
Auditorium, Tuesday, Dec. 11,
1962, at 8:15 p.m. The program
will feature a composition b y
Stanworth R. Beckler, associate
professor of music, entitled So
nata, op. 22. It is to be performed
by Mary Bowling, associate pro
fessor of piano, and E d w a r d
Shadbolt, professor of piano.

pp

Photo by John Stag Hanson

Bob, Dick, John, and Mike — the Brothers Four — bind
Pacific students in a spell with their melancholy rendition of
"Greenleaves of Summer." Though rated by students who attended
their concert at the Conservatory last Friday as far above the
general expectation, the program was not a financial success.
According to social chairman Joy Archibald, UOP will have a
much more difficult time obtaining top-rate talent because of the
mediocre reception given the Brothers Four. "We will need a
full house when the Highwaymen play. here in February, if we
expect to obtain Peter, Paul, and Mary for Mardi Gras," she said.

Also on the program is Brahms'
Variations, op. 23, on a Theme
by Robert Schumann, performed
by Miss Bowling and Mr. Shadbolt, and Liederkreis, op. 39 by
Schumann, performed by Mr.
Shadbolt and Earl Oliver, associ
ate professor of voice.

Photo by Chris Petersen

Paula Anderson, Gretel; Vlda Ward, the witch; Chris Peterson,
Hansel (L. to R.)

A mother hen, experiencing dif
ficulty with one of her chicks de
clared, "If your father could see
Children's Theater opens to duction of Hansel and Gretel.
you now he'd turn over in his
morrow morning with its pro- Hansel, played by Chris Peter
gravy."
sen, and Gretel, played by Paula
Anderson, are brother and sister.
They live with their parents who
are very poor. A t their step
mother's wish, Hansel and Gretel
are sent off into the woods to
find food. There, they come upon
a witch's cottage made of ginger
bread. The witch, played by Vida
Ward, entices the children t o
stay and prepares to eat them.
Children's Theater, now in its
eighth year, is a joint operation
of the Ladies Auxiliary of t h e
Stockton Children's Home and
Pacific Theater.
ACKGROUND OF THE COMPETITION: NO matter how much time our People in
Again this year, tthe director of
Naming spend thinking up just the right color names for our shirts (Maize, Stone Green,
Children's Theater will be Miss
Marcia Lou Brown. She hopes
Peat Blue, etc.), the Eagle Secret Shoppers inevitably report that you choose your Eagle shirts
that this year's production of
Hansel and Gretel will be as
with such statements as "Gimme six of them greenish ones or Could I bother you for two
great a success as it was several
years ago when it was presented.
or three dozen of those stri-ped ones." Our problem is in selecting names which will capture
Others in the cast include Gene
Davie, as the father, Phyllis Nusz
the imagination of the shirt-buying public.
NATURE OF THE COMPETITION:
as the step-mother, Nola Kniffen
as
the Forest Fairy, Dedie Rob
The 10 Afflerbachs for 1963-64 will go to those persons suggesting the best names for our
erts as the cat and Marney Leach
and Judy Caruso as the children.
colors. Imagination-capturing names, like Well Red, Long Green, Charlie Brown, or Navel
Tickets may be purchased at
the door for both performances
Orange. You may wish to inspect our shirts - for inspiration, if not purchase. Eagle shirts don t
at 11:00 a.m. and at 2:00 p.m.

Children's Theater Opens Sat.

ANNOUNCING THE 1963-1964
AFFLERBACH FELLOWSHIPS*

B

always have an Eagle label-some fine stores sew in their own—but if you write us, well
suggest your nearest Eagle Shirt Color Inspection Station.

STIPEND: The grand prize

winner will have his (or her) choice of a Traveling Afflerbach (a grand all-expense-paid weekend
at the Bush House in Quakertown-an exciting chance to become acquainted with the natives
— many of whom are us, including Miss Revera Afflerbach, herself) or a Stationary Afflerbach
(a dozen Eagle Button-down shirts). The 9 other Afflerbachs will consist of a grant of four
Eagle Button-down shirts. Each, that is. «$• RULES: The competition is open to all students
and faculty members at schools, as well as to those who have filled in the coupon below.
•This actually is Eagle's second competition in as many years. Those of you who partook of the first, that is what to do

Miss Afflerbach, or The Postman Hardly Ever Rings 11,342 Times, and the price is $4.9 .

AFFLERBACH FELLOWSHIP APPLICATION FORM
1. Name.

J2. Address.

.4. State.
3. City.
(If you live in Altoona, Fresno, or other places we've never heard of, would you help our Ladies in Address
ing by telling us what city or town you live near:
5. Suggested color name (s) (e.g. In Violet, Hugo Black, Whizzer White)

Large, premium quality
cultured pearls, accented
with white Austrian crystals.
Mounted in untarnishable
14Kt. white gold overlay
settings.
These are really exquisite!
Pendant $17.50 plus tax
Earrings $15.00 plus tax
In tine leatherette gift cases.

Mail the completed application to The Afflerbach Foundation, Eagle Shirtmakers, Quakertown, Pennsylvania.
Applications are due by January 1st, 1963.
© 1963 EAGLE SHIRTMAKERS, QUAKERTOWN. PENNSYLVANIA

BORELLI
JEWELERS
2043 PACIFIC AVE.

HO 2-2443
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FROM MOTOR'S MOUTH

Netmen Grab First Victory;
Teamwork Defeats Aggies 77-64

Alumni Plan Events
For Basketball Season

Rowdy Intramural Basketball Teams
Vie For Inter-house Court Title

The Pacific Alumni Organiza
Here are the Intramural Basketball Standings up to w a
tion has planned many activities
around the coming basketball day, December 5th. Also included are the scores, individual "ft
and league standings:
By JUD ROBINSON
games for this winter. Because
the alumni reunions in various
COAST LEAGUE
Pacific's two top linemen, guard Gamble and tackle Roy Wil
towns were so successful during
L
Wednesday, November 28th
liams were selected in both leagues of the Professional Football
t h e f a l l f o o t b a l l s e a s o n , n e w Delta Upsilon
0
Phi Delta Chi 29
AKT
Draft, this past week. Both were selected by the Detroit Lions
plans are being made by the Ball and Chain
0
Cox, Grnwd (8)
Pretorius '(s?°
of the National Football League and by Denver and San Diego
alumni organizations in many Quad E
0
Metrecal 5
21
Delta Upsiion „
of the rival American Football League. Since the A.F.L. is the
towns throughout the state.
Phi Delta Chi
1
Drown (9)
Gates (20)
younger of the two leagues, $$$$ will undoubtedly spell the dif
The activities of U.O.P. alum Phi Sig
1
Phi
Sigma
Kappa
25
Ball
& Chain fil
ference between the player's final choice. Theh comes the chance
ni are organized through the dif Metrecal I
1
Simmons (12)
Machado (24)
of a lifetime, trying to survive the final cut after fall practice.
ferent alumni groups which are A.K.L.
Kappa Psi 14
Quad £
1
Best of luck, gentlemen!
active
throughout
California, Kappa Psi
1
Allen (7)
Crawford (14)
Coach Van Sweet has practiced his Tiger basketballers for Washington, and New York. Most
MAJOR LEAGUE
seven weeks and they opened the season last Wednesday night of the groups meet annually.
Wednesday, December 5th
against the University of California at Davis in the tournament Some meet regularly in both the
Farmers
Farmers 42
Delta Upsilon
in Sacramento. Last week they played a practice game against fall and the spring of each year,
Phi Sigma Kappa
Watkins (21)
Rishwain (9)
the junior varsity and after a poor first half showing, clubbed the and during each year planned
Delta Upsilon
Phi Sig. Kappa 66 Phi Delta Chi 45
J.V.'s by twenty-six points, 84-58. High man of the game was social events which are sponsored
Delta Upsilon
Sparrow (25)
Williams (18)
guard Jack Schalow with 24 points. The Tigers seemed nervous by each club within its own area.
Phi Delta Chi
and, as a result, made a few costly ball handling mistakes.
The Homecoming weekend each Raymond
En the Associated Press All-Coast All-Star team, four Tigers year on the college campus in
were named for honorable mention. They were John Gamble, Roy cludes class reunions and activi
buy now — your complete winter wardrobe
illiams, Don Shackleford, and Lionel Sequeria. Shackleford, by ties throughout the whole week
use our "revolving fashion accounts" — up to 6 months to pay
the way is only a junior and still has a year left. Two of Pacific's end. The Spring Alumni Day also
foes, Terry Baker and Hugh Campbell, made the first team.
attracts many former U.O.P. stu
Isnt it strange what a change of uniform will do? I cite the dents, and meetings are constant
example of Tom Tresh, American League Rookie of the Year At l y b e i n g s c h e d u l e d t o k e e p t h e
Central Michigan University, he hit .279 without a home run to
graduates up to date with all
his credit. As a rookie with the Yankees, he hit .286 with 18 home that is going on educationally at
runs. As a freshman at Central Michigan, he was an All-Interstate the University.
Conference second team shortstop. As a freshman at New York
Alumni News for the near fu
he was the American League Rookie of the Year.
ture hopes to include progress
The new coach of the Los Angeles Rams, Harland Svare, has contributed to Pacific from vari
a good chance to give the club what it needs, that is if given' a
ous Alumni classes, a report of
chance. Two other Giants are doing very well these days, Allie this year's Alumni Giving Fund,
S erman, whose N. Y. Giants cinched the Eastern Division of the and the possibility of forming a
ational Football League and Vince Lombardi, whose Green Bay
Student-Alumni
Committee to
Custom fit for the short and the tall
Packers did the same thing in the Western Division. They could
keep present students informed
...the hard-to-fit and the very
certainly pass off some of that polish to th Reams' new head coach
small... a new dimension in
about the Alumni Association and
Three football players, tackle Roy Williams, guard John Gam its activities.
proportioned sizes!... perfect tailoring

SPORTEMPOS

ble and halfback Aaron Youngblood, made the Los Angeles State
Diablos All-Opponent team for 1962. The Tigers, by the way, led
Leo Middleton with 14 and Johnl
all other opponents with ttheir three men.
Scheel with 12!

Dr. Carl Voltmer has
the Intramural Basketball Pro
gram and has come up with a
three league setup. The Major
League, composed of the ex
perts, the Coast League, composed
of above average players and the
California League composed of
average players. Amongst t h e
various teams competing are: Phi
Sigma Kappa, Phi Kappa Tau,
Phi Delta Chi, Quads E & F, Ray
mond College, Ball & Chain, In
dependents, and Delta Upsilon.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
PARTY G O O D S

designed to your curves and contours
...to give you the flattery you
deserve. Completely lined top
to toe with Touch of Gold
...the luxury lining.

A N D A R T SUPPLIES
G I F T WRAPPED

fPardi'nis
HO 4-7170

Just before we go to press, we
have this score from the Camel
lia Bowl: Pacific 77, Cal Aggies
64. High scores individually: Tim
Indart had 16 for the Aggies,
Bill Wilson had 20, followed by

TOY BOX

3220 PACIFIC AVE.
— Free Delivery and Gift Wrap —

Adding Machines & Typewriters
Rentals

MEASURE

.HEIGHT

O

ALL MAKES TO
CHOOSE FROM

FOR SALE — Keith Violincello, Swift Bow, Traveling
Case. New Condition. Easy

%

\San flouquin

playing - ideal Christmas
gift. $1500. Mrs. Ray Meyer,
36 East Monterey.

I BUSINESS MACHINES

Rent to by—will apply
—if yon buyl
Waakly—Monthly—
Quarterly

114 N. California Sf.
Phone HO 5-5881

Do Your Christmas Shopping NOW!
Dick Harrison

completely
proportioned
in every
dimension
to make them
fit like
tailor-mades

Gary Brink
John Ball

fa*7"*

MCKI'C ^1 ATiniiM
M
EN'S CLOTHIER

Jay Olson
Tad Tobitt
Truman Gates
Beit Rishwain

Now Open Every Nite till 9

except
Saturday

4uruHv
1700 pacific avenue
park free—spacious, convenient—open mondays 'til 9
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Pacific Previews
FRIDAY, DEC. 7
Rally 7:00 p.m.
"Y" Film—The Cry of Jazz
Community Concert
WRA Intramural Basketball
Rehearsal—Children's theatre
As You Like It—Play box
Phi Kappa Tau Christmas
Party
International Club
Christmas Party

Lynn Crigler Shines In Junior
Piano Recital Last Sunday

Pros And Cons

Author Hedgbeth

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
would have the power to actualh marine biologist, was formerly on
write the constitution, whereas if the staff at Scripps Institute of
By MARILYN MAYER
the status quo were to continue, Oceanography before be became
In Lynn Crigler, UOP piano major who gave his junior recital they could only accept or reject head of the Pacific Marine Sta
tion in 1957. The international
here December 2, a most unusual kind of musicianship finds ex the committee's proposal.
Through living group reprc- authority on sea spiders is pres
pression; for unlike most of his talented colleagues both here and
elsewhere, Lynn needs no tricks and no flashiness to put over a sentation the body formulating ently serving on the panel of
the constitution would be in di the National Science Foundation
performance. He just plays, utilizing a solid technique and
surety of musical command that does not impose itself upon an rect contact with the students. for Oceanographic facilities. Dr.
audience and does not need to. He is a mature musician in all The students would hear regular Hedgpeth was- editor of "Treatise
progress reports at special living on Marine Ecology," compiled
senses
of the word.
SATURDAY, DEC. 8
group meetings and would be under the direction of the Geo
Christmas formal AWS
The Schubert B-flat sonata, the"*
able to directly contribute sug logical Society of America.
Art Exhibit Tri-Delta
program's opening piece, tends all Bartok is difficult technically gestions.
The Sebastopol author is af
WRA Extramural gymnastic
to be overlong to a recital audi as well.
CON
filiated with the Western Society
at Nevada
ence; it moves slowly with much
But Lynn knows Bartok with There is insufficient time for of Limnology and Oceanography,
Children's theatre — 11:00 a.m. repetition, and there are many the insight vested in him by his
such a large group as/is proposed, and the Society of Systematic
and 2:00 p.m. at Pacific
c r o s s i n g t h e m a t i c i d e a s f o r t h e teacher, and Sunday afternoon to begin work and bhve the con Zoology.
Auditorium
pianist to deal with. But Lynn's showed that he could do the most stitution completed by the spring
As You Like It — Playbox
understanding of both composer d i f f i c u l t f e a t o f a l l — b r i n g o u t elections. If the election were
and period managed to transcend the violent colors and brilliant held under the old constitution Tri-Delta Displays Art Work;
SUNDAY, DEC. 9
these possible difficulties and contrasts while capturing the the results would be quite harm Students Urged To Visit
Messiah 3:00 p.m.
enabled his brilliant clarity of fin misty and transient speculation ful to the students.
The art work of UOP and Ray
All Campus Christmas Party
ger technique, dynamic contrast hidden here and there, and put
mond
College students is on dis
There is little chance the group
7:15
and restrained yet fitting use of over the complex rhythms de of thirty could find time to meet play at the Delta Delta Delta Art
Delta Upsilon Christmas Tea
rubato to come across the foot manded while always preserving during this semester because of Exhibit, continuing through De
24
lights. Younger pianists should thematic clarity. To play Bartok Christmas vacation and finals cember 11. All students are in
Phi Delta Chi Housemother
also take note of his pedaling — in this manner is a victory for Then there would not be enough vited to come to the Tri-Delta
Tea 24
a technique that tends to be any pianist; to play all music as time for those elected to acquaint house to see the paintings from
Art Exhibit Tri-Delta
1 p.m. to 9 p.m. each day.
skimmed over all too often in L y i m d o e s i s a c r e d i t t o h i s
themselves with constitutional
Chairman of the exhibit, Kathy
the student's pianistic vocabulary. t e a c h e r , t h e C o n s e r v a t o r y , a n d
MONDAY, DEC. 10
matters in order to do a good job,
Bunyard, says that recognition
Art Exhibit Tri-Delta
To the four sonatas of Scar himself.
The present constitutional re
will be given for the best-liked
Film "The Grass Eaters"
latti, Lynn brought an obviously
vision committee, because i t s
painting. Each person who visits
lecture by William Nerton
deep understanding of the deli
members have had experience In
the exhibit will vote for his favor
Anderson "Y" 7:30
cate contrapuntal texture of the
student government, could do a
ite painting, and, at the end of
AWS Christmas Caroling 7-9:30 17th century as well as the abil
more efficient job than a large,
the exhibit, Tri-Delta will an
ity to bring them with dignity to
inexperienced convention,
TUESDAY, DEC. 11
nounce the most-popular painting.
his
audience.
His
cross-hand
The
erecting
of
a
bulletin
board
Faculty Recital Shadbolt,
Each artist who wishes to sell
technique here was as deft juid is one of the initial steps in the
Oliver, Boling 8:15
his work has put a price on the
Attention
High
Sophs!
s
u
r
e
a
s
c
o
u
l
d
b
e
w
i
s
h
e
d
,
a
n
d
organization
of
the
Off-Campus
Chapel 11:00
All high sophomores who painting, so that students may
again there was nothing super Students. The board, to be erected
Newman Club 11:00
move into junior standing in the purchase paintings on display.
soon
on
the
wall
by
the
Presi
f
l
u
o
u
s
i
n
h
i
s
p
r
e
s
e
n
t
a
t
i
o
n
t
h
a
t
Christmas dinner dining halls
might have detracted from the dent's Office will be used to com spring semester must obtain
Art Exhibit Tri-Delta
municate to Off-Campus Students j u n i o r s t a n d i n g f o r m f r o m t h e Pharm School Hosts
music itself.
Personnel Office, Room 109, an
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 12
The last work, Bela Bartok's all information pertinent to them
nounced Dean Betz recently. CPA Reorganizes
Tri-Delta Christmas Party
and
it
will
afford
them
informa
Improvisations (op. 20), is per
The University of the Pacific
These forms must be filed at the
Senate Meeting 7:30 p.m.
haps even more difficult than tion which they might not other
School
of Pharmacy hosted the
Registrar's
Office
prior
to
De
Anderson "Y" Folk Singer 7:30 the piece by the same composer wise have received.
cember 14, 1962. All such candi- meetings of the California Phar
Kappa Alpha Theta Christmas that Lynn played last April, but
Next Thursday, Dec. 6, another, . . ,
maceutical Association Reorgan
S
r
un
r
Party 5-8
in different respects. The Im step will be taken. There will be *f /° J i° standing must ization Committee Saturday and
take
the
General
Culture
Test
provisations are magnificently an organizational meeting at 11:00
THURSDAY, DEC. 13
which will be given on Wednes Sunday, December 1st and 2nd.
subtle, playing with themes first in Anderson's Gold Room for all
Christmas Convocation
Approximately 70 pharmacists,
day, December 12, 1962, at 8:30
program
with ironic humor, then gro interested Off-Campus students.
representatives of all pharmaceu
a.m.
in
the
auditorium.
This
is
a
tesquely, and always jumping The meeting will probably include
Faculty Dames 2 p.m.
requirement for junior standing. tical associations i n California
Delta Gamma Pixie Party 10-11 f r o m t h e m i d d l e o c t a v e o f t h e the election of officers; for, to
and delegates from local a n d
keyboard to the outer limits at date, independent students have
Gamma Phi Beta Christmas
other associations, met on the
Marilyn
the least expected moment. And only one representative,
party 7-9
Pacific campus to study the Cali
Hughs, representative
to A.W.S.
fornia Pharmaceutical Associa
(Continued from Page 1)
The Off-Campus students hope said Dr. Taylor, Dean of Admis tion By-Laws, according to Dr.
to establish better communication s i o n s , w i l l a f f i l i a t e U O P w i t h Ivan W. Rowland, dean of the
and organization among them quality colleges and universities. School of Pharmacy.
"Silver Bells" is the theme for this year's AWS Christmas selves so that they can become a Also, he feels that the CEEB is
Formal to be held tomorrow night at the Scottish Rite Temple from more integral part of UOP.
the best testing program for ad History Of Pharmacy Pictures
9-12 p.m. It's the women's turn to pay—bids cost $2.00. The music Suggested projects for this mission procedures.
Are Now On Display At UOP
will be provided by Mike Vax and his band.
organization of Off-Campus stu The Board requires all fresh
Chairman of the dance is Sandy Garrard, who will be helped dents include: book lockers, clos men entering colleges that em Starting Monday, Nov. 26 and
by committee chairmen: Sally Swift, publicity; Kathy Mooney, dec ets for coats, an office for ticket ploy their testing program to lasting through Dec. 14, the forty
orations; Phyllis Nusz, refreshmentts; and Jo Ellen Babb, clean-up. sales, a distribution center for take at least the SAT. A transla original paintings by the talented
the Pacific Weekly, and a Sug-! tion of the test into Spanish may artist, Robert Thorn, covering the
gestion Box.
ibe necessary to cope with such History of Pharmacy, will be dis
played at the University of the
1
Pacific. Some of the originals will
inc
be on display at Raymond Hall,
^
i
|and some will be at the Art De
EAT, DRINK AND
partment Gallery. The majority
GRanite
HI-FI STEREO TV
of them will be shown at t h e
BE MERRY
School of Pharmacy i n Weber
7-0082
Hall.

Independents Organize;
Obtain Bulletin Board

GEEB Testing

"Silver Bells" Will Ring December 8

•I

Qfaclf JJanna ]M usic

.

I-

6130 Pacific Avenue

-AT-

THE

GOING HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS?

END ZONE

— A Sociable Meeting Place —

colleges as CoveII, whose Latin
American students will not be
able to be tested in English. If
accomplished this will render a
great service to the Covell Col
lege administration.

FOR RESERVATIONS (ond well GLADLY DELIVER
the tickets TO YOU) just call

HO 6-3491

REID
TRAVEL
ASSOCIATES
408 EAST MINER AVENUE

GROUND FLOOR MEDICO-DENTAL BLDG.

STUDENT

RATES

Tuesday through Friday

McGURK'S LAUNDROMAT

Pacific
Barber Shop

222 Lincoln Center

3208 Pacific Ave.

HAND IRONING our Specialty

Stockton

i
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Miss Hennessy Meets
Student Food Committee
On Meal Improvement

CULINARY DEBATE
FILLS THE AIR
By JOHN APGAR

Wolfe Answers Questions

Pross Explains 'No'
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

posed of a representative t
each living group will
most complete guarantee p0Ss h
for a competent and effectj
constitution. No one-man " ^
theoi
or one-faction influence will b
able to sway such a convent!
We can not expect perfect;!
but we can do everything jn '
power to guard against imp0t
e
fection.

and procedures which would gov pointed to do my thinking for me,
Anderson's dining hall, as usual, ern the convention. Next, the
In some cases the appointive
didn't prepare a "banquet" last representatives would have to be method is preferable in the in
Aided by the results of a ques
Wednesday night, but several informed of what the committee terests of expediency. Appointed
tionnaire on the food likes and speakers attended anyway.
has accomplished in the last year members who get along, think
dislikes of students, the Student
Three students stood up on and a half.
alike, and would come to conclu
Advisory Committee and Miss chairs in the dining hall to de
The task of writing a Constitu sions more quickly is, in some in
Hennessy, director of food serv nounce potatoes at Pacific and tion is not an easy one. There stances acceptable. But an issue
i c e s , a r e i m p r o v i n g t h e m e a l that material which accompanies fore, there is the possibility that such as framing a new constitu
them to their death in the kitchen, representatives would not possess tion which is in itself greater
menus still more.
— Dan Wolfe
While the speakers were speak sufficient experience and back than any elective office on this
New changes are the addition
campus
is
not
one
of
these
in
ground
knowledge
necessary
to
ing,
several
rolls
darted
here
and
of fresh fruit as a second choice
Switzler
f o r d e s s e r t s , p e a n u t b u t t e r a n d there, charging the air with threat write a constitution. The docu stances.
aerial
calorie
delivery.
Finally,
In
an
issue
of
such
importance
of
ment
must
be
flexible
enough
to
jelly sandwiches at lunches, and
(Continued from Page 3)
a self-service side dish such as one long shot brought massive re allow autonomy to those cluster as this new constitution, we must
taliation
from
a
freshman
table
guard
ourselves
as
best
we
can.
colleges
that
desire
it
and
still
do pieces for both the Stocktospaghetti at dinners. On the other
hand, casseroles, beetts, and old and the first food fight of th promote a significant amount of The "convention method" does Ballet and the College of utai
unity to the Pacific Student Asso just that—it is a precautionary Music Symposium to be held nex
menus such as that for Italian year was on.
ciation.
step. The convention will be com spring.
As
salvos
of
jello
salad
were
Delight will be either greatly
Another factor which colors all posed of many different persons
minimized or discarded altogeth fired from one end of the hall to
Paul has not, however, limite,
er.
the other, diners scattered to the of the arguments I have pre with access to various sugges himself strictly to the arts alone
sented is TIME. The convention tions and opinions. Living group
Miss Hennessy will have the walls and under tables where could not start meeting until
meetings will be kept informed For he belongs to the followim
they
hid
behind
tray
shields
and
meat companies bidding weekly
a f t e r C h r i s t m a s v a c a t i o n ; t h e n of all new work. When compro organizations: Phi Mu Alpha, p
the cashier.
for contracts. She also plans to
Dead Week, Finals and semester mises must be made, it is im Kappa Lambda, Phi Kappa Phi
check the meat personally. In
It must be added that the break would also intervene. Thus
portant that the motives and rea Alpha Theta Phi, and the Blu(
addition, fresh and frozen vege fight demonstrated a deplorable
little, if any work could be ac soning behind such necessary Key—A list impressive in its owr
right.
tables will be used exclusively as lack of decor on the part of
complished before the first part c o m p r o m i s e s , t h o u g h t h e y m a y
soon as the canned vegetables Pacific men; all but a few ne
of February. This point, coupled seem unacceptable to the group,
Among his other activities he
have been used.
glected to butter their rolls be
with the necessity that the con should be pointed out as advan includes a social membership in
fore
they
threw.
Miss Hennessy will have the
stitution be ready for ratification tageous to the whole. This, then, Archania and a few moments of
meat companies bidding weekly
by the student body by March is the "dual purpose" of an elected relaxation.
for contracts. She also plans to
would make the convention's task representative from each living
For the future, Paul wishes to
check the meat personally. In
even more difficult. This would group; a contributor of ideas to investigate all those areas that he
addition, fresh and frozen vege
leave only a month to arrive at the convention and a communi hasn't had the time or oppor
tables will be used exclusively as
the finished product.
cator of work to the living group. tunity for as yet. Included in
Attention women of Pacific!!
soon as the canned vegetables
It is a necessity that the Con
We can not help but to con these areas would be professional
For an opportunity to join in the stitution be finished by March
have been used.
clude that a larger group com music, the composing of both
season of giving by bringing en
Next spring a new question joyment to others, come to the because if it is passed, significant
serious and light music, all
naire will be distributed to see if AWS Caroling Party, Monday, planning must be done this year
types of acting (most especially
the desired improvements have Dec. 10, at 6:30 P.M. According in order to warrant a smooth
tragedy, musicals, and movies),
been made. In the meantime, the to Sue Rogers, who is chairman transition next September.
(Continued from Page 1)
writing (particularly plays), danc
— A1 Pross
Student Advisory Committee is of the event, everyone will meet
ing, and painting.
ets for those who are driving
urging students to attend their in front of Covell Hall and will
without
a
registered
sticker
meetings, held every Tuesday at be transported by car to various
should be more effective. T h e
11:00 a.m. in the Office of Food rest homes in the Stockton area.
bottleneck in the sorority circle
(Continued from Page 1)
Services in North Hall.
(Continued from Page 1)
These include the Meyers Rest
is under investigation.
Present committee members Home, Giles Nursing Home, and idealistic, or existentialist stand
The surfacing of the area be
on the "Democratic Idea." Two hind the fraternity circle might State University, on the "Role of
are: Darby Gorman, Joy Jones, Friendly Rest Nursing Home.
the Question" was considered by
Rosalie Formusa, and Linda
At the homes, they will go in c o u n t e r t h e s e s f o r e a c h m a i n ease the traffic flow and the dif
Moore.
side to sing traditional Christmas thesis, and then an assessment of ficult parking situation. These Cynthia Woodruff, NSA campus
all three pieces, will be written. problems will be further discussed co-ordinator, to have special
These four articles comprise the at a meeting next Monday, De meaning since Dr. Rempel has
based many of his teaching prin
entire magazine.
cember 10. Any further informa
Book reviews will soon be add tion or suggestions involving the ciples on the idea that the ques
ed to the Forum files. Criticisms traffic situation should be ad tion is of great value to the stu
on a book by two of the author's dressed to Terry Miller at Delta dent.
Service and Repair on All Sports and Imports
enemies, one friend, and a final Upsilon.
Elizabeth Garman, past assist
assessment of all three criticisms
The installation of a traffic sig ant to the NSA national president
by the original author, will com nal on Pacific Avenue has been and graduate student at the Uni
244 West Harding Way
HOward 2-6534
Stockton
prise the book review section.
approved by the City of Stock versity of California at Berkeley,
The authors are invited by Dr. t o n . I t i s u n d e t e r m i n e d w h e n spoke on "University and Educa
Neitman to submit their articles. this improvement will be under tional Reforms." Roles of stu
Following the publication of Vol. taken. The Pacific Gate will be dents in the academic policy f°r'
II in June, the authors will meet removed and, possibly, rebuilt mation and problems that the stu
at Asilomar and discuss their near the sight of the present dent should be aware of in his
p r o d u c t s . T h i s m e e t i n g o f t h e crosswalk on Pacific Avenue. A daily relationship with facultyminds is open to students.
wall of thorny shrubs will be administration, and fellow stu
planted to prevent students from dents were discussed.
songs. Sue encourages everyone crossing the avenue illegally.
According to Cynthia, the con
PANTS
to attend, for she stated t h a t
Since the convenience of a stop ference was a great success, wi
Roffe • Bogner - Rene
last year, which was the first light has been approved, mem
S P E C I AL
SKIIS
the possible exception of the S
year that the party was held, bers of Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha
from Southern California
^
Head - A&T - Medalist
SKIIS
both girls and residents of the Kappa Lambda, Manor Hall and
had an appendectomy and wa
SWEATERS
Reg. 22.95
homes enjoyed the party very McConchie Hall will be asked to
29.88
forced to stay an extra three da)
Meggi - Lasley - Handknits
much. Refreshments will b e cross only at this signal for their
B
I
N
D
I
N
G
S
Comp.
POLES
The next regional con.iferen#
served at Covell afterwards.
safety.
Reg. 11.95
at P°Head - A&T - Barrecrafter
will be held in February Will
PARKAS
mona College, and the theme
Rene - Sportcaster CompU?fe
be Latin American Studen
Bogner
GIVE A operation. A delegation will be
Rentals
&
Repair
BOOTS
GIFT OF sent from Pacific, and an^act
Faciliti es
Kastinger - A&T
interested should please non^
BINDINGS
S K I I N G Cynthia Woodruff at Covell •

Join Yuletide Carols;
AWS Party Monday

Traffic Problem

Philosophy Magazine

NSA Conference

AUTOSPORT SERVICE

YOUR WINTER SPORTS
HEADQUARTERS

Marker • Look - Ski Free
AFTER SKI BOOTS
A&T - Labelle • Mt. Blanc

STRETCH
PANTS

From

14.95

THIS
CHRISTMAS
•

Wa/ul

Shop Early

•

SPORT SHOP

Open Every
Nite'til 9:00

fat
145 E. WEBER AVE.

Acme Driving ScW1
drive through traffic
dual controlled cars
private lessons
patient instructors
convenient lessons

HO 6-4346

195 W. ALDER East of Delta Savings

Ph. 465-6307

HO 6-9996 — 515 N. H^TE

